
As the prior section indicates, the Bible is Spirit infused, indeed Spirit authored,
although of course individuals recorded the Spirit’s words or wrote under the
Spirit’s guidance and inspiration. No human author could just sit down to write the
extraordinary words, warnings, prophecies, histories, insights, visions, and
revelations of God, verse after verse, chapter after chapter, and book after book,
covering thousands of years and a myriad of events, into a coherent whole, without
the Spirit’s coordination. In one way, on its face, as any fair reader would read it,
even without knowing anything of authorship, the Bible speaks for itself as a
magnificent, indeed entirely unprecedented, spiritual work. But answers about
authorship can make the reading even more insightful, as scholars for centuries
have sought to discover.

First, though, fully appreciate the Spirit’s central role in the Bible’s authorship. The
Bible describes in several places what the human writers’ recording process under
the Spirit’s influence entailed, although the process differed among books and
authors. John, in writing Revelation, describes the account as a revelation from God
through Jesus Christ. He then describes being in the Spirit on the Lord’s day, when
hearing a loud voice telling him what to write. Other Bible authors, notably among
them Ezekiel, Jeremiah, Isaiah, and Daniel, similarly describe specific encounters,
voices, visions, revelations, and dreams. Jeremiah, for instance, had the word of the
Lord come to him when the Lord reached out his hand to touch Jeremiah’s mouth
with his words. Ezekiel describes the heavens opening to visions of God.

The recorders sometimes described the process they followed to receive their
revelations. Daniel entreated his fellows to plead for God’s mercy to reveal his
mysteries. Nehemiah described mourning, fasting, and praying. The physician Luke
describes at the beginning of his gospel how, although many others had written
accounts of what eyewitnesses had seen, he by contrast had carefully investigated
everything to write an orderly gospel. Similarly, John writes at the end of his gospel
that he, whom he described as the disciple whom Jesus loved, the closest and
youngest witness to Jesus’s earthly ministry, testifies that what he wrote is true,
although he wrote only some of the many things that Jesus did. And so, those who
recorded their inspirations did so under differing prompts, with differing
preparation, and through different processes, as the Spirit guided them.



Tradition and scholarly investigation each identify many of the individuals who
recorded the Bible’s books under the Spirit’s inspiration. According to tradition and
the rabbinic Talmud, the Jews’ deliverer Moses wrote nearly all the Pentateuch, the
Old Testament’s first five books, also referred to as the Torah. Moses’s successor
and devoted understudy Joshua likely wrote the last eight verses of Deuteronomy
describing Moses’s death and burial. Modern scholars tend to disagree, attributing
the accumulated writings to several authors and editors because of their differing
style. But then, Moses, as the Israelite’s leader, would still have been responsible for
collecting, safeguarding, and transmitting the writings, perhaps making the strict
question of authorship less significant.

The great Israelite king David recorded many of the Psalms, although given that
they are one-hundred-fifty in number, several others recorded psalms, too, some
identified, some not. David’s son Solomon wrote much of the Old Testament’s
wisdom literature, Proverbs and Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Solomon. Prophets
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and others spoke their prophecies, later writing them
down or having scribes do so. Traditionally, Joshua gets credit for his history Joshua
and Samuel for recording the histories Judges and the first book of Samuel, while
prophets Nathan and Gad get credit for the second book of Samuel, the prophet
Jeremiah the two histories Kings, and the prophet Ezra the two histories Chronicles.
Modern scholars tend to reject these attributions in favor of later compilers, but
again, the traditionally attributed authors would likely have played roles in ensuring
reliable transmission of writings and oral accounts to the eventual compilers.

One would expect the relative recency of New Testament authorship to leave fewer
mysteries. Jesus’s close disciple John surely wrote his gospel, as the gospel itself
says and the intimacy of the account, the extraordinarily private things that it
reveals, confirms. The physician Luke, not a disciple but instead the apostle Paul’s
traveling companion, wrote his gospel, as the gospel itself confirms. The gospel
Mark, likely the work of another of Paul’s traveling companions John Mark, records
Peter’s experience as the leading disciple following Jesus for his entire earthly
ministry. Although the tax-collector disciple Matthew gets traditional credit for his
gospel, some attribute Matthew to an unknown figure with greater religious training
in Hebrew scriptures. Each author would have known Jesus personally during his



earthly ministry or known Jesus’s disciples and other eyewitnesses to events that the
gospels record.

The apostle Paul wrote many of the New Testament’s letters. The disciple John
wrote his letters so named, while Peter or his students wrote letters named for Peter.
Jesus’s half brothers James and Jude traditionally get credit for writing letters
named for them, although with some dispute. Other letters also bear disputed
authorship, although precise authorship may be less important than the confidence
that they represent the inspired accounts of those to whom the letters attribute or
imply authorship. No substantial dispute exists that whoever recorded each original
account, all New Testament writings were complete in the first century, from
between fifteen and about fifty years of Jesus’s death and resurrection. The persons
writing or those from whom they received the accounts would thus have been living
during Jesus’s earthly ministry. The New Testament writings are not mythologized
accounts but substantially contemporaneous writings.

Many Christians, and all scholars of Christ, take positive interest in these questions
of attribution and authorship for what more they might learn from the Bible’s text.
Christians are fully comfortable with investigations into authorship, the centuries of
such investigation having confirmed rather than undermined the trustworthiness of
the accounts. But the point remains that the Bible’s obviously inspired nature alone
proves the Bible’s unparalleled value as humankind’s fundamental spiritual text.
And if you prefer plain language, then God wrote the Bible.


